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1. Summary

In this summary we come to the conclusion of what has been intensive testing of the Sea-Aeration

technology developed by TakeAirLabs in collaboration with our partnering laboratory Avecom. Hard

work and determination made the development and POC that is active today in the WTF Revive

building possible. We want to thank every partner in this project for the dedication and effort in

making this possible.

Due to the patent pending we will be referring to our core active component of the system as

compound 1. This compound 1 in which we use the characteristics of Carrageenan is our natural

solution that ensures the virucidal characteristics of our system.

The collaboration with TAL and Avecom resulted in the development of a filter, treated with

compound 1 with antiviral characteristics, able to capture and partly kill bacteriophages (MS2) in the

air flow of a ventilation tube, Avecom performed a series of experiments from November 2020 till

March 2021. For these tests, both small and larger lab-scale ventilation systems, provided by

TakeAirLabs, were used.

Tests with the small lab-scale ventilation systems

Different tests were carried out to confirm the MS2 capturing capacity of a treated filter and the

killing capacity of an antiviral product added to the formulation (here called product P). These tests

were performed with 2 similar lab-scale ventilation tubes and the same procedure, as developed in

the previous study (report of October 2020), was applied. The filters were always placed in a vertical

position. In order to allow the evaluation of the filter capacities over a longer term, a second filter

(XX mm thickness) was placed behind the main filter to capture the residual phages in the air flow.

This filter is referred to as Proxy 1. In most of the experiments with the lab-scale ventilation systems,

Proxy 1 was applied.

Figure 1. Scheme of the lab-scale Sea Aeration system with implementation of Proxy 1
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An overview of the main results of the tests with the small lab-scale ventilation tubes is presented

in the table below:

Filter Log PFU*** decrease

Thickness
(mm)

Time between treatment and
test

Rel. Capt.
Cap.*

Antiviral effect of product
P**

XX 15 min 1.3 3.0

XX 15 min 2.6 1.3

XX 7 days 1.1 3.5

*Relative capturing capacity: Log difference between the main   filter and Proxy 1
**Log difference between PFU on main filter, treated only with compound 1 , and PFU on main
filter, treated with compound 1  and antiviral product
*** Plaque Forming Units

In all these tests, considerably more phages were retained on the main filters compared to the

corresponding Proxy 1 filters. In the tests with XX mm filters, a log PFU difference of 1.1 to 1.3 was

measured. This log decrease between filter and Proxy 1 is called ‘relative’ capturing capacity of the

filter.

In the A type filters, treated with the antiviral coating, the phages were about 3 log units lower,

confirming the virucidal effect.

After 7 days of treatment of the main XX mm filters (installed in the ventilation tubes with

continuous air flow on), both the phage capturing capacity and the antiviral effect remained more or

less the same, indicating that there was no loss of capacity of the filter, about 1 week after

treatment (single dosage of phages).

After 7 days of treatment of the Sea-Aeration A type filters (installed in the ventilation tubes with

continuous air flow on), both the phage capturing capacity and the antiviral effect remained more or

less the same, indicating that there was no loss of capacity of the Sea Aeration filter, about 1 week

after treatment (single dosage of phages).

A higher fraction of the MS2 was retained on the B type filter, compared to the A type filter.

Consequently, a lower number of PFU was detected on the Proxy 1 filters of the tests with B type

filters, resulting in a higher relative capturing capacity of the B type Sea Aeration filter. The lower

antiviral effect of the antiviral coating in the tests with the B type Sea Aeration filter could be

attributed to the relatively low volume of the solution that was applied on the B type filter.
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There was no change in physical properties of the treated filter over a period of 7 days.

In separate static tests, contamination of the treated filter over a longer period of time was

followed. About 2 months after treatment, no bacterial growth on the compound 1 -coated filters

was observed (plating method). Moreover, no Legionella, a gram-negative pathogenic bacterium that

spreads via inhalation of water droplets present in the air, was detected on a coated filter that was

incubated in the air duct for one month.

Airflow in the lab scale ventilation system was not obstructed by a XX mm filter (treated and

untreated) at an airflow rate of 1.5 m/s.

A test on a longer term with a lab-scale ventilation tube and a vertically positioned XX mm filter,

treated with compound 1 and antiviral product, was performed in order to evaluate the antiviral

activity and phage capturing capacity of treated filter over prolonged time and upon application of

multiple doses of bacteriophages. Every 2 days, phages were sprayed in the ventilation tube and the

phages, captured on the Proxy 1 filters, were measured. In total, 6 successive phage doses were

tested. Overall, the results of this long-term experiment with treated   filters indicated that:

● The coated Sea Aeration filter had a long-lasting phage-capturing capacity

● The detachment of captured phages from the filter was limited

● The phages captured by the filter most probably died because of dehydration

Tests with the large-scale ventilation systems

In November 2020, there was the installation and technical optimization of a larger set-up of

TakeAirLabs with the aid of Bronkhorst. From December 2020 on, tests were performed with this

large scale ventilation system. The main process conditions, applied for most of these tests, were as

follows:

● Coating of the filters;

● Except for the comparative study, B type filters were used;

● After optimization tests, the platforms for the virus catcher were positioned at an optimized

angle;

● Short-term experiments with single dosage of phages and without recirculation of the air;

● Longer-lasting tests with internal recirculation of the air (closed system; cfr real life situation

in buildings)

The main conclusions of the tests with the large ventilation system can be summarized as follows:

In the large set-up, the B type Sea Aeration filters had a considerably higher phage capturing capacity
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(log 2 higher) than the A type filters. Hence, the best results were obtained with the B type filter and

when the filters in the large ventilation tube were positioned at XX° angle.

The airflow in the larger ventilation system was only slightly obstructed by a coated filter at 1.5 m/s

air flow rate.

With 2 coated filters, up to 90 % of phage removal was achieved in one passage of air.

In case of air recirculation during about 1 hour, 62 to 75% of the captured phages on the virus

catcher, treated with compound 1 , died because of dehydration. Longer recirculation of air during

about 1 day resulted in a residual phage concentration below the detection limit of 1.0E+03

PFU/mat. The coating of the mat with compound 1 and the virucidal product P gave rise to a

considerably lower number of phages on the virus catcher after about 1 hour of air recirculation

(about log 3 lower). The latter demonstrated the virucidal effect of product P.

In February 2021, a new lab-scale ventilation system equipped with an air handling unit (AHU),

automated phage spraying system of TakeAirLabs (the same as in the previous ventilation unit) and

manually adjustable matrix’s (for   filter adhesion) was delivered at Avecom. The main objective of

this ventilation unit was to test the capturing capacity of the treated filter when it is placed on

matrix’s at a certain position (to minimize the air obstruction) and at the constant air circulation

generated by the air handling unit. The provided system also enabled implementation of a Proxy 1

without disturbing air circulation during testing.

The optimal positioning of the Sea Aeration filter in the ventilation system is crucial for maximizing

the virus capturing capacity and tests showed that it is the most optimal at approx. XX°.

With this set-up, it was examined in which way the filter could be treated on a regular basis,
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without the need of replacement. Two approaches were tested:

● Pretreatment of the filter with compound 1 and additional manual praying of a water-based

coating containing the virucidal product.

● Manual spraying of the filter with a homogenous mixture of compound 1 , virucidal product

and an emulsifier for stability of the mixture.

In view of regular spraying of the filter with a mixture of compound 1 and antiviral agent, tests were

previously performed with different types of emulsifiers in order to obtain a homogenous and stable

emulsion. A formulation for coating of the filter was prepared. This formulation was sprayed on a

filter and the virus capturing capacity was measured. The removal of bacteriophages from the

ventilation system was 94%. Regular coating (spraying) of a virus catcher with a homogenous and

stable mixture (emulsion) of compound 1, antiviral agent and emulsifier, offers the possibility to

prolong the life-time and effectiveness of the filter system by re-application of the coating at regular

intervals.

Main achievements, based on the experiments with the lab-scale and the large-scale ventilation

systems:

● Optimized positioning of the Sea Aeration filter in the ventilation tube did not cause an

important obstruction of airflow at an airflow velocity of 1.5 m/s. Simultaneously, B-type

coated filters placed at XX° angle caused only minor obstruction of the air flow at an airflow

velocity of 2.1 m/s;

● Experimental demonstration of a high phage-capturing capacity of the coated Sea Aeration:

up to 94 % phage decrease;

● Demonstration of fast die-off of captured phages on the coated Sea Aeration filters: log 3

PFU decrease;

● Demonstration of important die-off of captured phages on the Sea Aeration filters: up to 60

% decrease within 1 hour of air recirculation and over 99 % overnight.

● No important detachment of the captured phages from the coated filters;

● No bacterial growth on the coated filters during a period of 2 months (static tests), and no

Legionella growth on a treated filter that was incubated in the air duct for one month

● Long lasting phage capturing capacity of coated filter (1-2 weeks)

● Developed formulation that can be sprayed at regular intervals for the reactivation of filter

properties.
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